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Abstract This study focuses on the perception of music performances when con-
textual factors, such as room acoustics and instrument, change. We propose to distin-
guish the concept of “performance” from the one of “interpretation”, which expresses
the “artistic intention”. Towards assessing this distinction, we carried out an experi-
mental evaluation where 91 subjects were invited to listen to various audio recordings
created by resynthesizing MIDI data obtained through Automatic Music Transcrip-
tion (AMT) systems and a sensorized acoustic piano. During the resynthesis, we sim-
ulated different contexts and asked listeners to evaluate how much the interpretation
changes when the context changes. Results show that: (1) MIDI format alone is not
able to completely grasp the artistic intention of a music performance; (2) usual ob-
jective evaluation measures based on MIDI data present low correlations with the
average subjective evaluation. To bridge this gap, we propose a novel measure which
is meaningfully correlated with the outcome of the tests. In addition, we investigate
multimodal machine learning by providing a new score-informed AMT method and
propose an approximation algorithm for the p-dispersion problem.

Keywords Automatic Music Transcription · Audio Resynthesis · Music Perception ·
Music Information Retrieval.

1 Introduction

Automatic Music Transcription (AMT) can be broadly defined as the process elabo-
rating on digital audio recordings in order to infer a specific set of relevant musical
parameters of the sounds, and to convert them in some form of notation [34]. Nowa-
days, AMT is a broad signal processing field encompassing a wide gamut of tasks
and approaches. As an example, the output of an AMT system can be a traditional
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score, a Standard MIDI File (SMF), or a set of ad-hoc features [4]. A traditional score
is a sequence of symbols that describes music according to the western notation and
focuses on expressing music in a human-readable way so that it can be easily repro-
duced. SMFs instead describe the performance itself, possibly sacrificing precision
at the semantic level (which is useful to the musician for performing the piece) while
gaining precision in the description of the physical events that happened during the
execution – i.e. velocity and duration with which the keyboard keys were pressed, the
pedaling timing, etc.

SMFs originate from the description of keyboard music and it hardly adapts to
other instruments; moreover, the constantly increasing importance of Music Infor-
mation Retrieval (MIR) created the need for a different symbolic representation of
music sounds: hence, several AMT systems extract MIR features – e.g. f 0 estima-
tion, intensity levels, and timbral descriptors [18, 48]. The input to AMT systems is
a variable itself: most authors focus on mono-modal methods which take as input
only the audio recordings, while other methods tackle the problem with multimodal
approaches [51] such as audio and scores (score-informed) [2, 13, 28, 61].

Regarding the resynthesis of MIDI transcribed recordings, many studies have
shown that performers change their way of playing according to contextual condi-
tions, such as physical properties of the instrument, reverberation and room acous-
tics, often even unconsciously [32]. Recently, the authors of [66] proposed a method
to automatically transfer a piano performance across different contexts (instruments
and environments) in order to make the reproduced sound as similar as possible to the
original one, by adapting MIDI velocities and duration to the new context. However,
they assume knowledge of the original piano parameters to carry out the adaptation;
moreover, they use the same microphones and post-processing pipelines in every dif-
ferent context.

There are very few attempts addressing the subjective evaluation of AMT sys-
tems, with the notable exception of [67]. The authors prepared more than 150 ques-
tions asking subjects to chose the best transcription of a reference audio clip lasting
5-10 seconds and managed to collect 4 answers per question. We use the results of
the above work as a main reference for the present study.

We propose a methodology for evaluating the resynthesis of MIDI recordings
extracted through AMT systems, taking into account contextual conditions in the
resynthesis. Specifically, we wish to adapt the performance to the new resynthesized
context while having knowledge only of the target context and of the original record-
ing. In doing so, we propose a conceptual framework which distinguishes between
the actual performance and the underlying artistic intention (i.e., the interpretation),
and we design a methodology assessing to which extent such interpretation is per-
ceivable in the resynthesized recording. Possible applications that may be impacted
by the proposed study are manifolds. The long-term objective of this study is the
resynthesis of music for production and restoration purposes – see Section 2. Other
possible use-case scenarios include musicological studies and music teaching appli-
cations, such as the analysis and comparison of the interpretation, which in turns can
pave completely new paths for these research fields; moreover, the ability of tran-
scribing both performance and interpretation would also allow the comparison of the
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manifold ways in which different performers adapt their interpretation. Not least, ar-
chitectural studies could be impacted from robust context-aware AMT models.

The contributions of our work are 1. an indication of MIDI format’s inability to
completely capture the artistic intention of a music performance and 2. a perceptually-
motivated measure for the evaluation of AMTs. In addition, we investigate multi-
modal machine learning technologies applied to AMT by providing a new score-
informed method and propose an approximation algorithm for the p-dispersion prob-
lem to optimally-chose the excerpts for the test.

For the purpose of comparability and reproducibility of the results, the code is
made available online1 and the full set of the computed statistics are available in the
Supplementary Materials.

2 Restoration, Performance and Interpretation

One of the long-term motivations behind the present work is the automatic restora-
tion of old and contemporary music recordings by reproducing the performances as
accurately as possible. If audio restoration processes [22] usually target old and de-
teriorated operas, restoration of contemporary art is a relevant objective as well. In
particular, the World Wide Web offers the opportunity of accessing large resources
of low quality videos, images, and audios. Moreover, modern mobile devices allow
people to record music and videos with inexpensive transducers that produce low
quality data in respect to the expensive professional technology. Our restoration in-
tent is therefore directly connected with the democratization of music production
technologies and with the fruition of old audio recordings.

The audio restoration literature is dominated by two general approaches: the first
aims at reconstructing the sound as it was originally “reproduced and heard by the
people of the era”, while the second and most ambitious one aims at reconstructing
“the original sound source exactly as received by the transducing equipment (micro-
phone, acoustic horn, etc.)” [22, 54]. However, an exact restoration is impossible in
both cases. Particularly regarding the second approach, aiming at recovering the so-
called “true sound of the artist” [43] exposes the restoration to subjective interpreta-
tions regarding the performer’s artistic intention. Indeed, the artist’s original intention
is never completely captured by the recording because of the recording equipment
limitations, such as microphones compression, noises, and degradation [66]. To get
over this issue, several studies tried to exploit the timbral features of the audio record-
ing to compute original sound characteristics such as note intensities [29,38,63], but
this is a particularly challenging problem hindered by the variability of MIDI velocity
mappings [11].

Thus, we propose not to recover the original artistic intention but the intention sur-
vived until today and perceivable by the listener, as this is the best case scenario which
is not influenced by subjective factors. The proposed idea consists in a) analyzing a
recording via an AMT system so as to estimate the parameters of the performance
and b) resynthesizing it using modern technologies. In other words, we wish to retain

1 https://github.com/LIMUNIMI/PerceptualEvaluation
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Fig. 1 Diagram showing the circular feedback involving the interpretation, the acoustical context, and the
performance. The interpretation is influenced by the acoustical context based on the feedback coming from
listening to the performance itself. The “idea of performance” is an intermediate representation that the
performer consciously creates based on such feedback.

the effort of the performer in a resynthesized version of the automatically-extracted
music transcription.

Towards defining the specific problem, two concepts need to be distinguished,
i.e. interpretation and performance. The performance is the set of physical events
that result in the activity of playing a music piece. It is bijectively associated with
a certain time, place and performer, so that it is a unique unrepeatable act. Interpre-
tation, instead, refers to the ideal performance that the performer has in mind and
tries to realize. Thus, an interpretation could be repeated in different performances
and differs from the performance because it lacks the adaptation to the context. It
comprises the ultimate goal of the performer and thus, we identify it with the per-
former’s artistic intention. During the restoration process, we seek to generate a new
performance based on the interpretation extracted from the audio recording.

This operative definition is completely unrelated to the musicological debate
about what an interpretation is – e.g. when the notion “interpretation” was intro-
duced with reference to music [14] or whether the interpretation is the “performer’s
idea of the music” [12]. We rather focus on tracing the difference between desired
and realized performance, which differ due to external causes.

Such distinction is in line with the state-of-art research in the field of Music Per-
formance Analysis that focuses on the acoustics of concert stages and rooms. The
interest in the influence of the room acoustics on the performance dates back to
1968 [60], but it has not received significant attention by the research community in
the successive decades with the exception of a limited amount of works [7,42,56]. All
these studies showed that musicians (orchestra, choir, piano, and percussion players)
adapt their music performance to the acoustic environment in which they perform.
Several music psychologists hypothesized the existence of an interior representation
of the sound that the musician wants to convey [19]. Such a perspective was further
elaborated by various authors in an attempt to understand how musicians adapt their
performance to various acoustic environments. First, subjective tests on musicians
playing in different virtualized acoustic settings were explored and a circular feed-
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Fig. 2 The workflow used for creating the restoration, resynthesis, and transcription tasks. Legend: a)
Yellow: MIDI data; b) Orange: audio data; c) Purple: contexts; d) Green: Operations.

back model between the performer and acoustical environment was proposed [57,59].
Then, in the last decade, a few studies attempted to tackle the problem with objective
evaluations. In 2010 and 2015, the same authors proposed two new studies in which
physical features extracted from audio recordings were compared with the subjective
self-evaluation of musicians and of listeners [33, 58]. From the comparison of objec-
tive and subjective evaluations, they argued that the feedback process was conscious.
Other researchers tried to understand which factors of the room acoustics influence
the performance and how [32], arguing that the way in which musicians change their
execution is performer-specific. In recent years, the research in the room influence
on the performance has continued with the analysis of singers [37, 44] and trumpet
players [20]. The overall contribution of the previous studies is that the adaptations
applied by musicians influence the timbre, the amplitude dynamics, and the timing.
An overview of existing works and methodologies has been recently published [35].
However, all the existing studies, are directed towards the understanding of the fac-
tors characterizing room acoustics. At the same time, they rarely consider the listener
perception and never take into account indirect factors that can effectively change the
acoustics of the instrument, such as the temperature and the humidity.

Two theoretical concepts have been developed in the related literature, as outlined
above. First, previous studies suggest the existence of a circular feedback between the
performer and the surrounding environment [58, Fig. 1]. Second, the outlined litera-
ture is coherent with the existence of an interior representation of the music perfor-
mance that has to be realized; this idea was proposed by psychological studies [19],
and developed in the above-mentioned literature [31]. The definition of “interpreta-
tion” proposed in this work is undoubtedly similar to the concept of such interior rep-
resentation. In Figure 1, the difference between “interpretation” and “performance”
is clearly outlined.

3 Designing the Test

This section analyzes the conducted experiment from the technical point of view as
well as the reasoning behind the presented choices.
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3.1 Research questions

Given the definitions of Sec. 2, we assume the following:

1. MIDI – and consequently SMF – is able to record every aspect characterizing a
piano performance;

2. using the same interpretation, a musician is going to create different performances
given that the context (instrument, room, audience) changes;

3. during the audio recording process, there is information loss up to a certain ex-
tent, while a different type of information, related to the context (including micro-
phones), may be introduced. Contextual alterations render practically impossible
to extract the exact MIDI performance from the audio.

The first research question that we seek to answer with the listening test is to
which extent the interpretation is still identifiable when changing the context and
retaining the performance, i.e. the MIDI recording. According to our second assump-
tion and to psychological studies described in Section 2, if the context changes and
the performance stays constant, we assume that the two performances are generated
from two different interpretations. Consequently, while retaining the same interpre-
tation in two different contexts, we expect that the listener will perceive two different
interpretations. With this research question, we aim at assessing whether MIDI is
effective in representing aspects related to interpretation.

The second research question is whether state-of-art AMT systems, typically
trained to extract performance parameters, are effective in the extraction of the inter-
pretation as well. Since it is practically impossible to recreate the exact performance,
it is interesting to investigate whether a slightly modified MIDI coming from AMT
systems is able to encompass interpretation aspects. In case this is true, we could
resynthesize a given interpretation with a different context and obtain a different per-
formance of the same interpretation.

Finally, following the line of thought presented in [67], we want to provide a
perceptual evaluation of AMT systems.

3.2 Tasks

Three different tasks were designed addressing the above-mentioned questions. They
consist in assessing the similarity in the interpretation between a reference audio
excerpt and several candidates. The tasks differed in the way the audio clips were
generated, as follows:

1. in the first task, named “transcription”, all audio excerpts including the reference
were synthesized from MIDI using the same context (i.e., same virtual instrument
and reverberation);

2. in the second task, named “resynthesis”, all audio excerpts were still synthesized
from MIDI but we used two different contexts for the reference and the candi-
dates;

3. in the third task, named “restoration”, the reference was a real-world recording,
while the candidates were synthesized from MIDI with a virtual instrument. Since
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the original recording contains substantially more noise than the synthesized can-
didates, this specific task is representative of a restoration process.

All tasks used the same 5 excerpts extracted following the process explained in sec-
tion 4, where we also describe the reasoning behind the choice of the virtual instru-
ments.

3.3 Protocol and interface

Due to COVID-19 restrictions, we designed an online test using the “Web Audio
Evaluation Tool” (WAET) [30].

First, subjects were prompted with some introductory slides explaining the dif-
ference between interpretation and performance. Specifically, after the formal defini-
tions, they were suggested to adopt the following way of thinking: the interpretation
is associated with the pianist, while the performance is related to a particular concert.
Then, they listened to the first 30 seconds of two different performances by Maurizio
Pollini of the Sonata No.30 op.109 by L. van Beethoven, and to a performance of the
same piece by Emil Gilels; they were told that the first two were the same interpreta-
tion but different performances while the latter was both a different performance and
interpretation. Finally, they were asked to a) use headphones or headset, b) stay in a
quiet place, and c) consent to the use of their answers in an anonymous form.

Next, subjects were asked preliminary questions, namely:

1. what level of expertise they have with music (options: none/hobbyist vs. under-
graduate/graduate/professional)

2. how often they listen to classical music (options: less vs. more than 1 hour per
week)

3. how often they listen to music other than classical (options: less vs. more than 1
hour per week)

4. what is the cost of the headphones they were using (options: less vs. more than
20 euros)

At this point, subjects were exposed to the experimental interface through an
example question, with guitar instead of piano recordings. Similarly to MUSHRA
test [17], subjects could play back a reference audio file and four additional candi-
dates containing the same musical excerpt resynthesized with various contexts and
performances; they were asked to rate each candidate with a horizontal slider on a
continuous variable evaluating the extent to which the candidate clip contained the
same interpretation as the reference. Three labels were put along the slider: “different
interpretations”, “don’t know”, and “same interpretation” – see Fig. 3 for a screen-
shot. Users were instructed to experiment with the example question until s/he felt
comfortable. As shown in Figure 3, users could adjust the audio level at any time,
even during the example question. Audio clips were normalized to -23 LUFS level in
both the example and the actual test. However, authors are not aware of studies about
loudness influence in Music Performance Assessment studies.

Finally, subjects started the actual test, with piano recordings. The order of ques-
tions and candidates were randomized, as well as the initial positions of the sliders to
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Fig. 3 Screenshot of the interface created using the “Web Audio Evaluation Tool” [30]

prevent biases. Since the test lasted approximately 30 minutes on average, if a subject
decided to leave the session her/his answers were recorded. For this, we used a fea-
ture provided by WAET to first prompt new subjects with questions for which fewer
answers were collected, so that the number of answers per question was uniform.

3.4 Number vs. duration of excerpts

In any listening test which deals with the artistic expression of the performer, an issue
arises concerning the length of the excerpts. In general, it can be expected that longer
duration will lead to more accurate subjective judgments. However, one second com-
peting factor is the total duration of the test: the longer the test is, the more difficult is
to find volunteers willing to take the full test and be able to keep their concentration
for the entire duration [50].

One study observed that the duration of excerpts did not influence the emotional
response of the listeners [5]. On the other hand, it was shown that in the context of
piano performance assessment, graduate music students and faculty professors rated
60 s excerpts higher than 20 s excerpts, while no significant difference was observed
for non-graduate students [62]. Another study conducted on wind bands took into
account the level of the performers and showed that music majors rated 25 s and
50 s excerpts higher than 12 s excerpts in the case of university or professional level
performances, while the opposite happened for performances at the high-school level
[21]. A study on children chorale music revealed that 60 s excerpts were rated higher
then 20 s excerpts by music majors [41]. Finally, another study on band performances
was conducted with excerpts 12 s, 15 s, and 30 s long, and found that ratings from
music majors were higher for long excerpts of bad performances [64].
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Fig. 4 Comparison of methods for the p-dispersion problem with p = 4. Data are the windows extracted
from the Vienna 4x22 Piano Corpus. PCA was used in this plot to reduce the dimensionality from 15
down to 2 for demonstration purposes. For the listening test, we used Method A. Contardo is the state-
of-art mathematically-proven method for the p-dispersion problem [10]. For the comparison, we used the
original Julia code provided by the author.

It comes from the cited literature, that a minimum sufficient duration to observe
the difference between ratings given by expert and non-expert listeners is in the range
15− 25 s. Thus, we used excerpts lasting 20 s. Since each subject performed all of
the three tasks – see Sec. 3.2 – and we aimed at keeping the test less than 30 minutes
long, we opted for 5 excerpts, resulting in 15 questions (5 questions per task) each
with 5 audio clips (1 reference and 4 candidates) lasting 20 s, for a total minimum
duration of 25 minutes.

The studies discussed above also suggest that expert listeners tend to base their
judgements on longer time features with respect to non expert raters. We expect a
similar behavior for the task of comparing two interpretations. As a consequence, if
no significant difference is found between expert and non-expert ratings, a difference
may still be observed when using excerpts longer than 20 s. The only way to rule out
such hypothesis would be by using full song excerpts.

4 Generating excerpts and contexts

Since we used a limited number of excerpts, we wanted to chose them in a way that
minimizes any type of subjective bias. The same also applies for the choice of the
contexts. In Fig. 2, we show the overall workflow used for solve this problem.

4.1 The p-dispersion problem and uniform selection

For choosing the excerpts, we built a dataset where each sample was represented
by features extracted from audio clips and MIDI symbols. Since we expected that
the perception of music changes as these features vary, we aim at maximizing the
distance between feature vectors of the chosen excerpts so that perceptual variations
are revealed.

This means that we are looking for the p samples in the feature space which are
distributed uniformly, while the distance between them is maximal. This problem can
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Table 1 Comparison of methods for solving the p-dispersion problem. Columns are: average minimum
distance in the output set, average time in seconds needed, percentage of instances in which each method
had Min Dist grater or equal than any other (all) or than the Contardo’s method [10]

Min Dist Time (s) % wins vs all % wins vs [10]
Method A 1.58E+04 2.00 9.52% 60.32%
Method B 1.33E+04 1.66 25.40% 61.90%
Method C 1.90E+04 9.34 41.27% 63.49%
Method D 8.43E+03 10.44 1.59% 50.79%
Contardo 9.21E+03 153.30 34.92% 100.00%

be seen as a variation of the p-dispersion problem [15] or max-min facility dispersion
problem [46]. However, the p-dispersion problem does not impose any restriction
with respect to data distribution, thus we derived four ad hoc algorithms solving the
present problem based on Ward-linkage clustering [16]. Fig. 4 compares them on our
excerpt dataset.

4.2 p-dispersion problem

Here we briefly describe the algorithm and compare it with a state-of-art method for
solving the p-dispersion problem but we leave to future works the mathematical study
of the method2.

Our approach consists in finding p subsets using hierarchical clustering. We used
Ward method because it tries to minimize the variance inside each cluster and, con-
sequently, each cluster is well represented by its centroid. In contrast to k-means
clustering, instead, it is well suitable even for little sized datasets and does not de-
pends on initialization heuristic. After having partitioned the data in p clusters with
the Ward method, we chose one point per cluster as follows. We chose the point in
each cluster which maximized the distance from the centroid of all the other points
in the dataset (Method A). Successively, we have also considered other strategies to
chose the point in each cluster, namely: the point which maximize the minimum dis-
tance from the centroids of the other clusters (Method B), the point which maximize
the minimum distance from the points in the other clusters (Method C), the point
which maximize minimum distance from all the other points (Method D). In table 1
we compare these methods to the state-of-art method for the p-dispersion problem
by Contardo, for p = [4,5,10], using the code provided us by the author; we used
the datasets of the Contardo’s work containing less than 10.000 samples with the
addition of our dataset created with PCA output of 2 features per sample [10]. For
method [10], we used the Julia implementation provided us by the author. We have
always used the euclidean distance – or sometime the sum of the absolute differences
for improving the computation time.

2 Code available at https://framagit.org/sapo/selection_test
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4.3 Excerpt selection

The selection of the audio excerpts started from the Vienna 4x22 Piano Corpus [23],
which consists of 88 audio and corresponding MIDIs recordings of 4 famous pieces
highly representative of the classical-romantic music period, played by 22 profes-
sional and advanced student pianists. This corpus was useful in order to have a neg-
ative reference (NR) available for any chosen excerpt – i.e. a different interpretation.
We used the ASMD framework [52] to handle the loading of files and dispatching
parallel processing routines. Every audio clip was converted to monophonic, down-
sampled to 22050 Hz and normalized using ReplayGain [1]. MIDI files were loaded
using pianorolls where each pixel contained the velocity value of the ongoing note
and each column had a resolution of 5 ms. In order to compensate for temporal mis-
alignments, for each pair (audio, MIDI), we identified the audio frame of first onset
and last offset using an energy threshold of -60 dB under which the sound was iden-
tified as silence, and trimmed the files accordingly.

We split the audio recordings in windows and considered each window as a pos-
sible excerpt for the listening test. Each window lasted exactly 20 s with a hop-size
of 10 s, resulting in 564 total windows. For each window we extracted a set of audio
and symbolic features. The first were extracted from the audio recordings and con-
sisted of high-level features among the most used in the MIR field, extracted using
the state-of-the-art library Essentia [6].To take into account the timbral characteris-
tics, we extracted 13 MFCCs [3]; we used a state-of-the-art onset detection method
to extract 7 rhythmic descriptors [68]. Furthermore, we used the Essentia library to
estimate BPM, along with the first and second peak values, spreads, and weights of
the corresponding histogram; such features are related to the timing characteristics of
the performance as rendered in the audio. Regarding the symbolic features, we used
the non-zero pixels in the window pianorolls to extract information about the perfor-
mance as recorded by the sensorized piano. Specifically, we extracted the average and
standard deviation of pitches, velocities, duration, number of contemporaneous notes
in each column and pitch difference in each column relatively to the lowest pitch in
the column – which relates to the type of harmony. The resulting features were con-
catenated in an array of 30 features. Then, the 564 windows were standardized (mean
removal and variance scaling) and passed through PCA to obtain 15 relevant features
explaining 92% of variance.

We applied the methods described earlier to look for 4 dispersed windows. To en-
sure that the 4 selected points well represented the whole dataset, we chose the only
method that managed to select one window for each of the 4 pieces in the Vienna cor-
pus (Method A). Then, we added one excerpt computed as the medoid of the dataset,
obtaining in total 5 excerpts.

It should be noted all the excerpts last exactly 20 s; this may be criticized as
it implies that NR and realignments could lead to slightly different contents, since
a given excerpt could be played and transcribed in a different time lapse. On the
other hand, having the NR lasting a different amount of time would have produced a
potential bias at the listener side, who would have been able to identify the NR based
on duration rather than audio content. The variability of the features of the chosen
excerpts are shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5 Features extracted from the chosen excerpts; they are normalized in [0,1]. Seconds are relative to
the audio recordings.

4.4 MIDI Candidates Creation

For each question in the test, we used four candidates in addition to the reference ex-
cerpt: a negative reference (NR) containing a performance by another pianist of the
same excerpt, a hidden reference (HR) containing the same performance as the ref-
erence, and two performances extracted using two different AMT systems described
next. For the NR, we realigned its MIDI recording to the chosen reference MIDI us-
ing FastDTW [49], before trimming. For the restoration task, where the reference was
a real-world recording, the HR was not the same audio recording (which would be
immediately recognizable from the remaining candidates), but rather the associated
MIDI available in the Vienna corpus.

Various AMT models were published in recent years; unfortunately, only the
ones trained for solo piano music achieve satisfactory performances. In particular one
model, here called onsets and frames (O&F), has been extensively evaluated on vari-
ous datasets and has been shown to overcome the rest in almost every piece [26, 67].
Recently, it has been shown that AMT models could be enhanced by pre-stacking a
U-Net [65]. U-Nets were first used for image segmentation and then for audio source
separation. By pre-stacking a U-net, the network tends to learn knowledge regarding
the sparse structure of the spectrogram-like input representation. However, we are
more interested in understanding how audio-based AMT differs from score-informed
AMT; intuitively, since score-informed AMT models exploit more information, the
output should be more accurate. Thus, we compared O&F with a score-informed
model (SI) which we developed based on a previous work [28].

In SI, inputs are a non-aligned score and an audio recording, while the output is a
list of MIDI notes, each associated with onset, offset and velocity. SI performs audio-
to-score alignment using a method based on Dynamic Time Warping that improves
a previous system for piano music [36], and subsequently executes a Non-negative
Matrix Factorization as source-separation method for each piano note. Then, it em-
ploys a neural network for estimating the velocities of each aligned note using as
input the spectrogram of the note, computed thanks to the source-separation. Since
the SI method requires the score, one was obtained from the World Wide Web for
each of the 5 excerpts. For further details see the Supplementary Materials.

Both the AMT systems predict pitches, onsets, offsets and velocities, while no
other MIDI parameter (e.g., pedaling, etc.) is considered.
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Table 2 Number of questions with p > 0.05 for each pair of methods for both Sudents’ t and Wilcoxon
tests.

SI 4
O&F 6 0
HR 7 1 9

NR SI O&F

4.5 Synthesis and Context selection

After producing the MIDI files, we synthesized them using 4 high quality different
virtual pianos: a) the free Salamander Grand Piano,3 b) two Pianoteq instruments
freely available for research purposes (Grand Steinway B and Grand Grotrian), and
c) the Steinway piano from Garritan Personal Orchestra 4. We post-processed every
synthesized MIDI using SoX4 in order to add reverberation using two different set-
tings (values 50 and 100 of the SoX’s reverb option). Thus, 12 different contexts,
i.e. 4 without and 8 with reverberation, were formed.

We synthesized all the MIDI files with each context obtaining 12 different sets of
audio clips. We extracted 13 MFCC and 7 rhythmic descriptors from each audio clip
and computed the mean features to represent each context. We chose the medoid con-
text for the transcription task and the most distant context from the average features
of the original audio recordings for the restoration task. For the resynthesis task, two
contexts were needed: in this case PCA explaining 99% of variance was applied to
obtain a 10 dimensional representation from the original 20, and then searched for
the two farthest points in the feature space based on the euclidean distance.

As a result of this process, the selected contexts were:

a) the Pianoteq Grand Steinway with SoX reverb set to 100 for the transcription task
(44.1KHz/16bit stereo audio for both reference and candidates);

b) the Pianoteq Grand Steinway without reverb and the Salamander Grand Piano
with SoX reverb set to 50 for the resynthesis task, candidates and reference re-
spectively (44.1KHz/16bit stereo for the reference and 44.1KHz/24bit stereo for
candidates);

c) the Salamander Grand Piano without reverb for the restoration task (44.1KHz/16bit
mono for the reference and 44.1KHz/24bit stereo for candidates).

Note that no perceptual difference is known between 24 and 16 bit depth at the
same sample rate [39, 40, 47].

5 Results

The listening test was communicated through mailing lists, chats, university courses,
etc.; in total, 91 subjects responded to the entire test. Thanks to JavaScript-based
WAET, we observed the subjects’ behavior during the test, so that we were able to
discard the answers where subjects listened to the excerpt for less than 5 seconds or

3 free as in speech: https://musical-artifacts.com/artifacts/533
4 sox.sourceforge.net
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Fig. 6 Ratings per task averaged over all the excerpts. The red line identical in all tasks is the objective F-
measure. White horizontal line is the mean, the black horizontal line is the median. All plotted distributions
pass the pairwise significance tests against the other distributions in the same task, except for O&F and
HR in the resynthesis task. Plots are created with [27].

where they did not move the cursor. After such filtering, we obtained more than 40
answers per question. Since these did not result in enough answers for each class of
the initial questionnaires described in 3.3, we focused on two groupings only:

– subjects listening to classical music less than 1 hour per week (50) vs. subjects
listening to classical music more often (41);
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– subjects who have never studied music/hobbyists (57) vs. subjects who studied
music professionally or having a degree or working as musicians (34);

We observed a general trend of non-experts providing higher ratings, meaning
that, with respect to more experienced listeners or musicians, they rated candidates
to be more like the same interpretation as the reference. However, this difference
was not always statistically significant, thus not useful for the sake of our research
questions. According to the literature discussed in Sec. 3, we could expect that by
using longer excerpts the difference in the ratings would become significant and that
expert listeners could give more accurate ratings.

We collected an imbalanced number of answers per type of headphones, namely
22 for headphones costing less than 20 euros and 69 for headphones costing more
than 20 euros. Since we have found contrasting studies in literature about possible
correlations between headphone retailing cost and sound quality, we have decided to
disregard this factor during the successive analysis [8, 25].

During control group based analysis, we had more than 20 answers available
per question and control group. We first applied Shapiro-Wilk normality tests with
Bonferroni-Holm correction and α = 0.05 to the collected responses for each control
group, question, and method. We observed that the null-hypothesis – i.e. the collected
answers are normally distributed – was rejected depending on the method and on the
question. Consequently, we have performed the whole statistical analysis with both
parametric and non-parametric methods and leave to the reader the ability to decide
which test should be taken into account based on the single case. The following dis-
cussion and conclusions, however, hold in both the two cases – i.e. parametric and
non-parametric analysis.

We computed error margins at 95% of confidence, that is a quantification of the
accuracy for the estimated mean µ̂: we can say that by resampling the distribution,
95% of the collected populations will have the mean in µ̂ ± e, where e is the error
margin. Error margins were computed with both normal distribution assumption [55]
– i.e. parametric estimation – and bootstrapping methods [9] – i.e. non-parametric
estimation. The full set of error margins is available in the Supplementary Materials.
For our discussion, we can say that parametric and non-parametric error margins were
rarely different when rounded at the 2nd decimal digit and that they ranged between
2% and 17%. Without using control groups, the error margins were between 3% and
10%, and between 2% and 5% when we average the ratings over the questions of the
same task.

We analyzed results using ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis tests with α = 0.01 and
we rejected the null hypothesis in all considered questions. We further analyzed
the data using the Wilcoxon and the Student’s t-test for related variables with the
Bonferroni-Holm correction and α = 0.05. In case the test condition is not satisfied,
we cannot reject the hypothesis according to which the perception of two candidates
is explainable by the same model. This is usually observable for non-expert subjects.
Table 2 shows a general overview of the p-values computed for each pair of methods.

Fig. 6 illustrates the average ratings for every task. The HR and the NR were
recognized in all tasks, and O&F performed always better than NR and SI. In a post-
experimental interview, several subjects reported that SI was hardly comparable to
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Fig. 7 Ratings for Excerpt 3 in the Transcription task. For this excerpt, all distributions pass the pairwise
significance test except O&F and NR. Plots are created with [27].

the reference due to bad alignment. Indeed, in some excerpts, notes were distributed
by SI in a very short time, producing a correspondingly long-lasting silence; this was
often caused by missing/extra notes appearing in the music score. Thus, we conclude
that the main reason for which SI was always rated worse than O&F is related to
misalignments; we can consequently answer the third research question by stating
that score-informed approaches are generally limited by the alignment stage and that,
as of now, monomodal AMT approaches provide improved performance assessed
from a perceptual point of view.

In the restoration task, O&F was rated higher than HR. Since this behavior is
not observable in the transcription and resynthesis tasks, and since the MIDI files
were identical throughout all tasks, we attribute this outcome to the specificity of the
restoration task, where the HRs (MIDI) were different from the references (audio),
unlike the other tasks. In particular, at the time of writing, performance annotations
in the ASMD framework do not include information about the pedaling used by the
players, and recorded in the audio. Thus the HRs in the restoration task were syn-
thesized from MIDI with no sustain control changes, whereas the audio references
contained them. On the other hand, O&F is not able to transcribe the pedaling, but its
authors enlarged the duration of sustained notes in the training ground-truth, so that
the prediction of note duration is temporally tied to the duration of the resonance of
the note rather than the onset/offset of the key. Such a durational enlargement allows
O&F (and SI as well, as it uses O&F for the alignment) to predict duration perceptu-
ally more accurate than the HR in the restoration task.

The resynthesis task is also worth some further discussion. In this task, HR and
O&F are perceived similarly, especially by non-expert listeners, and there are no sta-
tistically significant differences between the distributions of their ratings – see Fig. 6.
Even though HR is rated slightly higher than O&F, it can be noted to score lower
than in the transcription task. This suggests that the whole reference interpretation
was hardly recognised in the HR, and that part of the interpretation was perceptually
lost. Based on this outcome, we can try to address negatively the first research ques-
tion, that is: when the context changes, MIDI representation seems not adequate to
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Table 3 Correlations of various measures with the average rating of the subjects. Values are percentages.

OBJ PEAMT Ours
min 49 62 95
max 78 99 97Pearson
avg 75 89 97
min 40 40 80
max 100 80 80

Transcription

Spearman
avg 80 80 80
min 41 64 95
max 73 100 99Pearson
avg 66 85 98
min 40 60 60
max 100 100 80

Resynthesis

Spearman
avg 80 80 80
min -4 55 78
max 57 94 100Pearson
avg 29 78 89
min 0 0 80
max 60 60 100

Restoration

Spearman
avg 60 60 100

Pearson 45 71 85Average
(leave-one-out) Spearman 44 54 74

reproduce the same interpretation. However, other experiments are needed to confirm
this hypothesis.

Analysing results question by question, we discovered an interesting behavior in
the transcription task for excerpt 3 – see Fig. 5 and 7. There, O&F is associated with
lower ratings than NR with p = 0.38 for Wilcoxon test and p = 0.47 for Student’s
t-test, meaning that the transcription is so inadequate that another interpretation re-
sembles better the original one. Similar results are derived when investigating excerpt
0 in resynthesis and transcription task, where NR and O&F present almost identical
ratings (p > 0.23). This behavior is more evident when looking at less expert lis-
teners. Such results can also answer negatively to the second research question: the
state of the art for piano AMT may not be able to extract parameters usable for re-
producing the original interpretation, regardless changes in context (resynthesis and
transcription tasks).

6 A new measure

Having answered our research questions, we looked for correlations between ratings
and typical measures used for evaluating AMT systems. In particular, we adopted
the widely-used measures available in a Python package [45]. In Fig. 6, the red line
represents the F1-score computed considering as matches notes whose parameters lie
within a certain range around the true value; in this case, we considered as parameters
1. the onset and offset times with a range of ± 50ms, 2. the linearly re-scaled velocity
so that the L2 error is minimized with tolerance of 10%, and 3. the pitch with toler-
ance of 1 quarter-tone [26]. This measure, hereafter denoted as OBJ, demonstrated
low correlation with subjective ratings, mainly due to the following factors:
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– excerpt 0 has a low OBJ rating for O&F (almost 0); however, subjects rated it
much higher than O&F,

– in the restoration task, O&F received higher ratings than HR, which always has
OBJ equal to 1 – see Sec. 5, and,

– occasionally, O&F was rated lower than NR, which always has OBJ equal to 0.

Another interesting measure, named PEAMT, reflecting subjective ratings was
proposed in [67]. We computed Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients be-
tween OBJ and PEAMT measures and the median and average values of the col-
lected ratings. It was discovered that the average generally presents slightly higher
correlation than the median, therefore the former was used for subsequent analyses.
Table 3 shows that PEAMT correlates more strongly than OBJ to subjective ratings,
especially for the Pearson coefficient. Nevertheless, especially in the restoration task,
correlation remains poor, motivating the search for an alternative measure.

We considered the features already used for the excerpt selection phase – see
Sec. 4 – except for audio-based features to be consistent with the existing evaluation
methodologies. We computed BPMs using the MIDI representation by counting how
many onsets were present in sliding windows of size 0.1, 1.0, and 10 s with a hop-size
of 50%. More precisely, we counted the mean and standard deviation for each win-
dow size. Importantly, to improve the portability of our measure, the features were
first standardized using parameters computed on a large set of piano MIDI created
by extracting piano solo performances from various datasets using ASMD [52]. Af-
ter standardization, features of the predicted performances were subtracted from the
target and the OBJ measure was appended. We performed linear regression on the
dataset that we collected using various methods: Bayesian Ridge, Automatic Rele-
vance Determination, Lasso Lars, Lasso, ElasticNet, Ridge and basic Linear regres-
sion. ElasticNet provided the best performance in terms of average L1 error. To fur-
ther improve the generalization ability, we trained a model using ElasticNet while
removing features with low weights, i.e. < 0.1.

We finally measured the average L1 error in a leave-one-out experiment, which
provided 0.12 for our measure, 0.19 for PEAMT and 0.34 for OBJ. Table 3 (bottom
rows) shows correlation coefficients for each task and measure.

When comparing PEAMT and our measure, one needs to consider differences in
the design of the related tests. PEAMT is based on a test using audio clips lasting
5− 10 s, while, following the discussion summarized in 4, this work employs clips
lasting 20 s. PEAMT authors’ created 150 questions and collected 4 answers for each
one; we instead preferred to collect more than 20 answers per question for plurality,
while considering a control group which led us to reduce to 15 the total number of
questions. At the same time, the space of possible note combinations is covered opti-
mally (see Sec. 4). Furthermore, PEAMT is based on categorical questions – subjects
could chose between two systems – with no HR and NR, while we measured a linear
variable and included hidden and negative references. Finally, we focused on chang-
ing the context of the recordings and synthesis, but we included in our Transcription
task the scenario used by PEAMT.

In general, we can state that PEAMT results agree with ours in finding low cor-
relations between subjective ratings and OBJ, and that the two evaluation measures
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that we have built are rather similar in our preliminary tests. However, our test high-
lights new aspects that we think fundamental for audio restoration and that only our
measure is able to tackle.

7 Conclusion

After conducting a thoroughly designed perceptual test, this work proposed a new ap-
proach for audio restoration: in the light of recent developments in audio signal pro-
cessing, it becomes imaginable to recreate performances in the real world or through
virtual instruments. We have therefore designed a perceptual test to assess to which
extent existing technologies allow for such a methodology. It was discovered that
the main limit lies in the usage of the MIDI format itself. Nonetheless, we proposed a
new evaluation measure that seems consistent with the perception of context changes.

In case Standard MIDI Format is used as basis for the resynthesis, knowledge
regarding contextual factors is required. Consequently, we argue that the future chal-
lenge for resynthesis-based audio restoration is in the conversion of the existing audio
and music score in a new restored audio without the use of mid-level representations
such as MIDI.

In this work, we have also identified limits for score-informed AMT, that, despite
exploiting more information, lacks an effective feature fusion stage. Audio-to-score
alignment should therefore become a main challenge for score-informed AMT; over-
coming this problem could lead to improvements related to the exact knowledge of
pitches and timings, leaving space for focusing on other parameters. Finally, we pro-
posed a generic method to meaningfully choose excerpts when conducting music
listening experiments.

Future works include further experiments to assess the proposed experimental
strategy and to confirm the presented results, as well as the development of new
technologies for feature fusion and context-aware music transcription, such as Para-
consistent Feature Engineering [24], Wavelet transforms, and novel audio-to-score
alignment methods [53]

Reproducibility and Supplementary Information

To the sake of reproducibility, the whole code used for excerpt creations, answer
collection, and statistical analysis is available online at the web address https://
github.com/LIMUNIMI/PerceptualEvaluation.

Two Supplementary files are also provided:

1. supplementary01.pdf: contains the detailed description of the SI method used
in this work – see Sec. 4.4;

2. supplementary02.pdf: contains extensive screenshots of the statistical analy-
sis report used in this work. All the screenshots are generated using the code made
available at the above URL. Specifically:

– the analysis of all responses – no control groups – per each task, averaged
across the excerpts (page 1) and not (page 2);
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– the analysis of the expertise control groups, averaged across the excerpts
(page 3) and not (page 4);

– the analysis of the listening habits control groups, averaged across the ex-
cerpts (page 5) and not (page 6).
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